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Audiences are often described as fragmented, or nomadic, moving 

around media in mobile contexts. Rather than seeing audiences as 

nomadic, which suggests a placeless, restless viewership, this paper 

argues that people roam around storytelling within cross media 

content. The activity of roaming is one where people traverse the 

media landscape, following pathways and becoming pathfinders them- 

selves. Roaming audiences is a metaphor that captures the dynamic 

practices of audiences as they experience storytelling that takes 

place across dispersed sites of production, distribution and re-

ception.

This way of thinking about the media as an imaginary landscape shows 

the regions, borders, and contours of the cultural terrain, the en-

closed spaces for commercial uses and the public byways for common 

land. The kinds of movements that audiences make are restricted; 

people are not free to roam no matter how much this romantic image 

appeals to us. There are commercial constraints, censorship, sur-

veillance tracking of audiences and users by algorithms, geo blocking 

for content restricted to regional audiences, signalling a range of 

political economic, legal and ethical issues around access, content 

and comments. For those who resist these media laws and regulations, 

they are trying to generate an alternative vision for what Chambers 

(2016) calls a media imaginary where these technologies enable free-

dom to watch without restriction. Thus, there is a symbolic power 

to a right to roam media without economic barriers, time constraints 

and geographical borders. This article explores the right to roam for 

mobile audiences, paying close attention to the freedom and stricture 

of the economic, temporal and geographical relationships between 

media industries and audiences.
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